
5  Fashion  Trends  to  Make
Winter More Bearable

By Cortney Moore

Everybody wants to look their best, but being fashionable
during the winter can be difficult. Some may find themselves
sacrificing style for warmth. However, this doesn’t have to be
the case! Fashion has evolved to the point where you can be
cute and toasty. If you’re in disbelief that both can be
achieved  at  the  same  time,  then  take  a  look  at  recent
celebrity fashion trends. Take a note from celebrity style
with the following winter fashion trends.

Check out these fashion trends that
will  help  keep  you  warm  this
winter!

1. Statement coats: A stylish coat is a must for your winter
wardrobe. Express yourself by choosing a coat that suits your
personality and looks great on you! Don’t be afraid of bright
colors or dramatic patterns, your statement coat is meant to
“wow” onlookers.
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2. Leather jackets: Another classic piece of outerwear is the
leather jacket. Some say leather jackets should be reserved
for warmer months, but that’s not the case this winter! Many
fashionistas have been beating the cold in these edgy and chic
ensembles.

Related Link: Fashion Trend: Break Out the Floral Print This
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Fall and Winter

3.  Over-the-knee  boots  &  socks:  There’s  just  something
feminine and sexy about over-the-knee boots. Couple that with
equally long socks, and you’ll double your warmth. Not to
mention how versatile this look can be. You can pair these
with dresses, jeans, rompers and more. The possibilities are
endless!

4.  Knit  ponchos:  Add  some  sophistication  to  your  winter
outings with a knit poncho. It’s the perfect way to layer
items without looking frumpy. A poncho’s design is made to
protect its wearer from the elements, which makes it a great
option for winter time.
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Related Link: Rock the “Dress-Over-Pants” Fashion Trend This
Fall With Celebrity Stylist Alexa Taylor

5.  Fleece-lined  leggings:  Move  over  jeans!  Fleece-lined
leggings are where it’s at. With all the flexible stretch of
leggings and the warmth of a fleece blanket, there’s no reason
to have cold legs this winter. This item can be dressed down
for  a  workout  or  dressed  up  for  a  date  night–  but  most
importantly you’ll be cozy regardless of what you do.
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What other fashion trends have you noticed this winter? What
are your thoughts regarding them? Share your opinions below!
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